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Excellent Reading at St Peter’s

At St Peter’s we:
• Recognise that being an expert reader is a
key life skill for every child
• Believe that every child can learn to read and
to love reading – with the right teaching and
encouragement
• Place reading, and books, at the heart of our
curriculum
• Invest in our staff training, through the
‘Expert Teaching Programme’ (ETP) and
peer review, so that they are able to deliver
outstanding provision
• Build time for all children to read
independently, for pleasure, within the school
day
• Invest in quality resources so that our
readers can be enthused and inspired
• Involve parents to encourage our school
reading culture to extend to the home
environment
• Have developed a clear and progressive
whole school strategy for teaching the
skills of reading and promoting reading for
pleasure
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J. K Rowling
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“I do believe that something
magical can happen when
you read a good book.”

YM

Jane Austen

JO

“I declare after all there is
no enjoyment like reading.”

In order to ensure that we are teaching reading
in its fullest sense, we have separated the
teaching of reading into 3 explicit strands:

EN

At St Peter’s, we believe that developing children
as expert and enthusiastic life-long readers is a
fundamental entitlement for every individual pupil.
Reading is the key that opens many doors and
successful readers will have a head start in all
that they do.

COMPREHENSION

Enjoyment –
Reading For Pleasure

From the very youngest to our oldest children,
we aim to create a culture where books are
valued, treasured and loved. By explicitly creating
an environment where reading for pleasure
is prioritised, we will develop a generation of
children who have the independence, stamina
and desire to devour books and be excited about
literature.
“We know that reading for pleasure has a
dramatic impact on life outcomes – and this is
as much about confidence and wellbeing as
it is about educational achievements. Quite
simply, children who read for pleasure are
happier, healthier and do better in life than
those who don’t.”
Diana Gerald CEO Book Trust

Fluency

In order to love books, children need the skills
to access text automatically and fluently. At
St Peter’s we have a systematic and rigorous

approach to teaching decoding and word
recognition skills from the moment a child starts
their reading journey with us in reception. The
teaching of fluency skills goes well beyond
phonics and word recognition and we continue to
explicitly teach children to become fluent readers
through structured guided reading sessions.

Comprehension

In order to be fluent readers who can truly access
and enjoy texts, children must be explicitly taught
to comprehend their reading. At St Peter’s we
expertly teach comprehension skills through a
progression of skills so that children can access
texts for both pleasure and information.
For children to become life-long readers, they
need to be secure in all of the elements above
and teachers need to be skilful in teaching these
elements. Teachers at St Peter’s have a strong
grasp of the National Curriculum and a clear
understanding of what children of different ages
should achieve. Teachers assess the children
against the EYFS profile, the end of KS1 and
end of KS2 frameworks and carefully written
KPIs in other year groups throughout the school.
Teachers have good understanding of what the
expected and depth standard looks like at the
end of each year of a child’s primary education.

Home-School Partnership

We recognise that a strong home-school
partnership, with shared reading values, is
an essential factor in every child’s successful
reading development. We ask parents to support
our reading aims and vision by reading, talking
about and enjoying books with their child, at least
four times a week. We also offer parent training
and workshops to support parents to achieve this
aim.

Celebrating Reading

At St Peter’s, we celebrate and promote reading
every day of the year. However, there are
also a number of book related events that are
organised throughout the year. Some of these
include: World Book Day, National Poetry Day,
‘Bedtime Stories’, visiting storytellers and visits
from authors and illustrators to really enthuse the
children and promote ‘a sense of the special and
the magical’.

OFSTED Excellence in English 2011
‘Schools that take the business of reading
for pleasure seriously, where teachers read,
talk with enthusiasm and recommend books,
and where provision for reading is planned
carefully, are more likely to succeed with their
pupils’ reading. This success was seen in the
survey schools, both in good test
results and an enthusiasm
for reading beyond the
classroom.’
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Reception

Year 1

Enjoyment
•

•

•

•

•

Exciting and engaging
books are chosen as
a stimulus for learning
across the curriculum.
Daily story time provides
an opportunity for children to
experience a wide range of high
quality picture books, poems and rhymes.
Children are given the opportunity to
immerse themselves in texts through role
play, dressing up, “Helicopter Stories” and
retelling of stories using puppets, masks etc.
A home-school reading partnership is
strongly encouraged and every child has
a reading record in which parents record
their daily home reading. At St Peter’s, we
encourage parents to read to their children
regularly and support our school reading
culture.
We welcome a team of parent volunteers
into school who read 1:1 with children and
promote a love of reading.

class teaching assistant.
During this reading
session, the member of staff
will focus on application of phonics skills
and reading of sight vocabulary in context
using our Phonics Bug decodable reading
scheme.

Comprehension
•

•

•

•
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Children develop their phonics skills
through a systematic and rigorous daily
phonics programme based on ‘Letters and
Sounds’. Teachers regularly assess and
track each child’s progress in phonics and,
where a child is identified as falling behind,
personalised intervention is put in place to
enable every child to catch up.
Sight vocabulary is taught and practised
daily and children are encouraged to practise
reading these words at home. Certificates
are awarded to children who have mastered
each phase of sight words.
Once a week, every child will read 1:1, or
in a group with either the class teacher or

Enjoyment
•
•

•

•

Assessment
•

Fluency
•

Through class texts, and daily story time
texts, teachers will develop comprehension
skills through book talk and expert
questioning.
During 1:1 or group reading sessions
the children will also develop their
comprehension skills including being able to
retell and make predictions.

•

•

•

Teachers regularly monitor a child’s reading
progress through phonics and reading
sessions. Each child will have at least one
1:1 session a term where the class teacher
assesses the child’s reading level for home
practice. Book band levels will be updated
on INSIGHT.
Strong AFL is in place in phonics sessions
and each child’s progress is tracked and
monitored termly. Where, through classroom
AFL, a child is identified as falling behind,
they will receive extra intervention to ensure
that mastery is achieved.
Comprehension is assessed through oral
questioning and responses, either in whole
class reading sessions,
small group reading
or during 1:1
reading.

Exciting and engaging books
are chosen as a stimulus for
learning across the curriculum.
Daily story time also provides an
opportunity for children to experience a wide
range of high quality fiction, poetry and nonfiction texts.
Children are given the opportunity to
immerse themselves in texts through role
play, “Helicopter Stories” and retelling of
stories using puppets, masks etc.
A home-school reading partnership is
strongly encouraged and every child has
a reading record in which parents record
their daily home reading. At St Peter’s we
encourage parents to read to their children
regularly and support our school reading
culture. Each child’s reading record will be
monitored and acknowledgement given to
children who have read at home at least 4
times over the week.

Fluency
•

•

•

Children continue to develop their phonics
skills through a systematic and rigorous daily
phonics programme based on ‘Letters and
Sounds’.
Teachers regularly assess and track each
child’s progress in phonics and, where
a child is identified as falling behind,
personalised intervention is put in place to
enable every child to catch up.
Weekly guided reading sessions will have a
targeted phonic and word recognition focus
and children select books from the Phonics

Bug scheme, for independent reading, until
their decoding skills are sufficiently secure to
move onto the colour bands.
As the children become more expert
at decoding and word recognition, the
emphasis of the reading session will shift to
application of these skills in a more fluent
manner.

Comprehension
•

•

Through class texts, and daily story time
texts, teachers will develop comprehension
skills through book talk and expert
questioning.
In guided reading sessions, children are
explicitly taught how to answer ‘looking
questions’, ‘clue questions’ and ‘thinking
questions’.

Assessment
•

•

•
•

Teachers regularly monitor a child’s reading
progress through phonics and guided
reading sessions. Each child will have at
least one 1:1 session a term where the
class teacher assesses the child’s reading
level. Book band levels will be updated on
INSIGHT.
Strong AFL is in place in phonics sessions
and each child’s progress is tracked and
monitored termly. Where, through classroom
AFL, a child is identified as falling behind,
post-teaching or personalised intervention
is put in place to ensure that mastery is
achieved. The statutory phonics screening
test is administered in term 6 to ensure that
each child has met the national standard.
Comprehension is assessed through oral
questioning and responses, either in whole
class reading sessions or guided groups.
To assess whether a child is working below,
at or above the expected standard, we use
KPIs.
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Extract from a child’s reading record .

6

Planning for a fluency session .
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Year 2

•

•

Enjoyment
•

•

•

•
•

Exciting and engaging
books are chosen as a
stimulus for learning
across the curriculum.
Daily story time also provides
an opportunity for children to experience a
wide range of high quality fiction, poetry and
non-fiction texts.
Children will be exposed to longer chapter
books and will be encouraged to develop
their stamina for listening to, and reading,
longer texts.
Children are encouraged to complete book
reviews and recommend books to their
peers.
A home-school reading partnership is
strongly encouraged and every child has
a reading record in which parents record
their daily home reading. At St Peter’s we
encourage parents to read to their children
regularly and support our school reading
culture. Each child’s reading record will be
monitored and acknowledgement given to
children who have read at home at least 4
times over the week.

Fluency
•
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Children will continue to master their phonic and
word recognition skills. They are also taught
to read more challenging words containing a
range of different prefixes and suffixes.

•

Through weekly guided reading, children
will receive targeted fluency teaching
where there will be a focus on reading with
automaticity, pace and expression.
Children are challenged to read at an
appropriate pace, aiming for aound 90 words
per minute by the end of KS1.
Where a child has not met the expected
phonics standard at the end of year 1, they
will receive daily phonics intervention and
targeted guided reading throughout year 2
so that they can become secure in their GPC
and decoding skills.

Assessment
•

•
•

Comprehension
•

•

•

Through class texts, and daily story time
texts, teachers will develop comprehension
skills through book talk and expert
questioning. Children will also have
opportunities, in English lessons, to develop
written responses to texts and characters.
Alongside this, there will be a more formal
and structured weekly comprehension
session where the children will be
taught explicit comprehension skills. The
comprehension in these sessions may be
based around a whole picture book, a short
extract or a follow up activity based on the
book from their guided reading session.
Children will be taught to record responses
to comprehension question more formally
in preparation for their end of KS1 statutory
assessments.

•

Teachers regularly monitor child’s
reading fluency progress through
guided reading sessions. Each child
will have at least one 1:1 session a
term where the class teacher assesses
the child’s reading level for a book band
for home reading. Book band levels will
be updated on INSIGHT.
Timed challenges are in place to assess a
child’s ability to read with sufficient pace and
fluency.
Comprehension is assessed through oral
questioning and responses, either in whole
class reading sessions or guided groups. It
is also assessed through more formal written
responses to questions in comprehension
sessions or written responses during English
lessons (e.g. a character description/making
links to prior reading)
Statutory reading assessment takes place in
Term 5

3 Week Reading Challenge
In KS1, where a child is not making sufficiently
rapid progress towards meeting the expected
standard, the child may take part in the 3 week
reading challenge. This is a home-school
programme, delivered by trained teaching
assistants, that aims to achieve the following
outcomes:
• To develop children’s decoding skills and
enable them to read with accuracy, fluency
and pace.
• To fill gaps in sight word and phonic
knowledge
• To foster positive home-school reading
partnerships
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Follow up activity from fluency session
Name:

Page 2: How did Gog know the rock was a boomerang rock?

Date:
What do you think Gog might use the boomerang rock for?

L.O.
I am learning to identify and describe the characters and events in a story.
What else do you think the strange rock could be?

A Very
Strange Rock
Match the characters with what they thought the rock was and what they did with it.
Binks

A fire rock

Dropped it in a cloudy field.

Tufty

A scary rock

Polished it and put it by her front door.

Dash

A lucky rock

Threw it to the other side of the river.

Hector

A very strange rock

Left the rock in the sun to get warm.

Boo

A rain rock

Popped it into his mouth and bit it.

Gog

A giant rock sweet

Put it on the branch of a tree.

Draw the journey that the rock took. Which characters found it on the way?

Page 6: Can you think of any more words that mean the same as warm?

Page 12: What is Hector’s toad called?

Page 14: Where does Henry like to sit?

Page 18: Why didn’t Boo keep the rock?

Page 20: Why did Gog spit out a piece of his tooth?

Page 20: What did Gog say when the rock was in his mouth?
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Year 3

Enjoyment
•

•

•
•

A wide range of books are chosen as a
stimulus for learning across the curriculum.
In Year 3, children will be exposed to
increasingly challenging chapter books and
a range of genres to broaden their reading
experiences.
After lunch, every day, the children read
silently for 20 minutes in order to develop
their reading independence, stamina and
range of literature.
Children are encouraged to complete book
reviews and recommend books to their
peers.
A home-school reading partnership is
strongly encouraged and every child has
a reading record in which parents record
their daily home reading. At St Peter’s we
encourage parents to read with their children
regularly and support our school reading
culture. Parents or children should record
home reading in their reading records and
acknowledgement will be given to those
children who have read at least 4 times
during that week.

Fluency
•

•
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Every child will receive a targeted guided
reading session (at least once a fortnight)
where there will be a focus on reading
fluency. Staff plan carefully for these
sessions ensuring that a range of fluency
skills are taught so that each child has
no gaps in their reading skill set. Books
will be chosen from the ‘KS2 Rigby
Guided Reading’ selection, or other
appropriate texts, and will be well
matched to the child’s current
reading ability.
All children will have
appropriately matched

•

colour band books (reading at independent
level 95% accuracy) for home practice.
Where children are working significantly
below year group expectations, they will
receive extra daily intervention to secure
decoding and fluency skills.

Strategies to support the development of comprehension
Strategies What the strategy involves

Comprehension
•
•

•

•

Through class texts, teachers will develop
comprehension skills through book talk and
expert questioning.
Children will also have opportunities,
in English lessons, to develop written
responses to texts and characters and
engage in vocabulary enrichment activities.
Alongside this, there will be a more formal
and structured weekly comprehension
session where the children will be
taught explicit comprehension skills. The
comprehension in these sessions may be
based around a whole picture book or using
short extracts.
Children will be taught to record responses
to comprehension questions more formally.

Predicting

Making a logically plausible guess as to what will happen next

Questioning

Asking questions about the text to expose different layers of meaning

Clarifying

Checking how specific words and phrases have been understood

Summarising

Stating the main events, actions or ideas in the text

Thinking aloud

Reading a few sentences or a paragraph and verbalizing what has been understood. Then repeating
this activity across a text.

Noting the text
structure

Highlighting the main linguistic features of a specific text type

Visualising

Developing a visual image of written text

Assessment
•

•

•

•

Teachers regularly monitor a child’s reading
fluency progress through guided reading
sessions. Every child, who is still reading
at lime level or below, will have at least
one 1:1 session a term where the class
teacher assesses the child’s reading level
for a colour band for home reading. Colour
band levels will be updated on INSIGHT.
Benchmarking may be used to assist teacher
assessment.
Where a child is still using phonics as a
prime approach to reading, they must still
receive specific phonics/word recognition
provision and their progress should be
tracked termly.
Comprehension is assessed through oral
questioning and responses, either in whole
class reading sessions or guided groups. It
is also assessed through more formal written
responses to questions in comprehension
sessions or written responses during English
lessons (e.g. a character description/making
links to prior reading).
NFER testing will be used to support teacher
judgement when assessing attainment and
progress over the year.

•

Teachers will assess a child’s reading
against the KPIs.
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Guided Reading Planning and Assessment

14

Extract from a child’s reading record .
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Year 4

Enjoyment

•
•
•

•
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Exciting and engaging books are chosen as
a stimulus for learning across the curriculum.
Children will be exposed to increasingly
challenging chapter books and a range of
genres to broaden their reading experiences.
After lunch, every day, the children read
silently for 20 minutes in order to develop
their reading independence, stamina and
range of literature.
In Year 4, children become members of
‘Book Club’ and all take part in the reading
quest challenge. Book club encourages
children to take real ownership of their
reading and share their love of the
books they are reading

•

through structured ‘Book Club’ sessions.
Reading aloud, and talking about books, at
home is still very much encouraged. Parents
or children should record home reading in
their reading records at least 4 times a week
and this will be acknowledged.

Fluency
•

Most children will by now be ‘free readers’
and choosing to read books from the reading
quest, the school collection or home or local
library. Where children are not yet at this
level, they will have appropriately matched
colour band books (reading at independent
level 95% accuracy) for home practice.
• Every child who has not yet fully mastered
fluency will receive a weekly guided reading
session where there will be a focus on
reading fluency. These sessions are carefully
planned to ensure that each child has no
gaps in their reading skill set. Books will be
chosen from the KS2 Rigby guided reading
selection, or other appropriate texts, and
will be well matched to the child’s current
reading ability.
•
Where a child is an expert
reader, the focus of a fortnightly session
will shift to comprehension. For those
children working at depth standard,
more challenging texts from a wider
breadth of literature may be used
during these sessions.
• Where children are working
significantly below year group
expectations, they will receive
regular intervention to secure
decoding and fluency skills.

Comprehension
•
•

•

Through class texts, teachers will develop
comprehension skills through book talk and
expert questioning.
Children will also have opportunities,
in English lessons, to develop written
responses to texts and characters and
engage in vocabulary enrichment activities.
Alongside this, there will be a more formal
and structured weekly comprehension
session where the children will be
taught explicit comprehension skills at
an increasingly challenging level. The
comprehension in these sessions may
be based around a whole picture book or
using short extracts. Children will be taught
to record responses to comprehension
questions formally.

Assessment
•

•

•

Teachers regularly monitor children’s
reading fluency progress through guided
reading sessions. Where a child is not yet
a free reader, they will have at least one
1:1 session a term where the class teacher
assesses the child’s reading level for a book
band for home reading. Book band levels will
be updated on INSIGHT.
Where phonics as a prime approach to
reading is deemed appropriate for a learner,
they must still receive specific phonics/word
recognition provision and their progress
should be tracked termly.
Comprehension is assessed through oral
questioning and responses, either in whole
class reading sessions or guided groups. It
is also assessed through more formal written
responses to questions in comprehension
sessions or written responses during English
lessons (e.g. a character description/making

•
•

links to prior reading)
NFER testing will be used over
the year to support teacher judgement when
assessing attainment and progress.
Teachers will assess a child’s reading
against the KPIs.
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Example of work based upon ask and answer inference questions.

Predictions based upon details stated and implied .
Name:
Date:

L.O: make predictions based upon details stated and implied.
1. Finish reading page 1.
‘What’d you pick up out there, Kev?’ his friend asked.
What do you think Kevin will say to his friend?

(1)

I think this because
(1)

Now read the rest of the story.
2. Kevin’s emotions change throughout the story. Match up the event to the word which best describes his feelings
at the time.
Event

Kevin’s feelings

finds eggs

horrified

discovers bug

secretive
excited

friend asks what he’s found

puzzled

tries to identify bug

curious

sees hundreds of slime trails

(2)

3. Kevin could be described as a loner — someone who prefers to be alone.
Do you agree with this description of Kevin?
YES

NO

I think this because

(3)

4. The end of the story leaves you guessing about what will happen next. In your Guided Reading book, explain what you
think will happen and why?

(2)

18
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Year 5

Enjoyment
•
•
•
•

•

•

A wide range of books are chosen as a
stimulus for learning across the curriculum.
Children will be exposed to increasingly
challenging chapter books and a range of
genres to broaden their reading experiences.
Teachers read aloud regularly to further instil
and inspire a love of literature.
After lunch, every day, the children read
silently for 20 minutes in order to develop
their reading independence, stamina and
range of literary texts.
In Year 5, all take part in ‘Book Club’ and
the ‘Reading Quest Challenge’. Book Club
encourages children to take real ownership
of their reading and share their love of the
books they are reading through structured
‘Book Club’ sessions. Teachers very much
engage with the process of recommending
and supporting the selection of books and
should continue to monitor every child’s
reading journey.
Reading aloud, and talking about books, at
home is still very much encouraged. Parents
or children should record home reading in
their reading records at least 4 times a week,
and staff will acknowledge this.

•

•

•

Comprehension
•

Fluency
•

Most children will by now be ‘free readers’
and choosing to read books from the reading
quest, the school collection or home or local

•

•
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library. Where children are not yet at this
level, they will have appropriately matched
colour band books for home practice.
Every child, who has not yet fully mastered
fluency, will receive a weekly guided reading
session where there will be a focus on
reading fluency. These sessions are carefully
planned to ensure that each child has no
gaps in their reading skill set. Books will be
chosen from the KS2 Rigby guided reading
selection and will be well matched to the
child’s current reading ability.
Where a child is an expert reader, the
focus of a fortnightly session will shift to
comprehension. For those children working
at depth standard, more challenging texts
from a wider breadth of literature may be
used during these sessions.
Where children are working significantly
below year group expectations, they will
receive regular intervention to secure
decoding and fluency skills.
Through whole class texts, teachers will
develop comprehension skills through book
talk and expert questioning. Children will
also have opportunities, in English lessons,
to develop written responses to texts and
characters and engage in vocabulary
enrichment activities.
Alongside this, there will be a more formal
and structured weekly comprehension
session where the children will be
taught explicit comprehension skills at
an increasingly challenging level. The
comprehension in these sessions may be
based around a whole book or using short
extracts.
Teachers will use the reading comprehension

progression document to ensure that pitch
is sufficiently challenging. Questions within
sessions do not need to be solely focused on
one particular content domain but the focus
of the lesson must be clear and assessable
against a specific objective. Teachers
complete TARs during these sessions and
will have a clear understanding of each
child’s strengths and areas for development.

Sound Training
•

In Year 5, Sound Training is used as an
intervention programme to accelerate the
progress of children and develop their
understanding of word meanings. Sound
training is delivered by expert teaching
assistants and uses fast, focused and
fun multi-sensory teaching methods to
ensure students are fully engaged in
active learning. It significantly boosts
vocabulary development and literacy
skills, with dramatic, sustained
improvements in reading ages.

•

•
•

assessment.
Comprehension is assessed through oral
questioning and responses, either in whole
class reading sessions or guided groups. It
is also assessed through more formal written
responses to questions in comprehension
sessions and progress, against specific
objectives, is recorded on TARs.
NFER testing will be used to assess
attainment and progress over the year.
Teachers will assess a child’s reading
against the KPIs.

Assessment
•

Teachers regularly monitor child’s
reading fluency progress through
guided reading sessions. Where
a child is not yet a free reader,
they will have at least one
1:1 session a term where
the class teacher assesses
the child’s reading level
for a book band for
home reading. Book
band levels will be
updated on INSIGHT.
Benchmarking
may be used to
assist teacher

21

Example of questions based on The Lost Thing
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Year 6

Enjoyment
•
•

•

•

•

A broad range of literature is chosen as a
stimulus for learning across the curriculum.
After lunch, every day, the children read
silently for 20 minutes in order to continue to
develop their reading independence, stamina
and breadth of literary texts.
In Year 6, all take part in ‘Book Club’ and the
reading quest challenge. Book club ensures
that every child always has a high quality
book and encourages children to take real
ownership of their reading and share their
love of the books they are reading through
structured ‘Book Club’ sessions.
Teachers very much engage with the
process of recommending and supporting
the selection of books and should continue
to monitor every child’s reading journey.
Reading aloud, and talking about books, at
home is still very much encouraged. Parents
or children should record home reading in
their homework diaries and teachers will sign
to acknowledge this.

•

•

•

•

In Year 6, every child, who has not yet fully
mastered fluency, will receive a weekly
guided reading session where there will be a
focus on reading fluency skills.
These sessions are carefully planned to
ensure that each child has no gaps in their
reading skill set. Books will be chosen from
the KS2 Rigby guided reading selection and
will be well matched to the child’s current
reading ability.
• Where a child is an expert
reader, the focus of a
fortnightly session will

•

•

•

•
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approach to the full KS2 reading content
domains and it is vital to weave these
within sessions in line with the end of KS2
assessments. Teachers complete TARs
during these sessions and will have a clear
understanding of each child’s strengths and
areas for development.

Sound Training
•

Comprehension

Fluency
•

shift to comprehension.
For those children working at depth
standard, more challenging texts from a
wider breadth of literature may be used
during these sessions.
Where children are working significantly
below year group expectations, they will
receive extra intervention to secure decoding
and fluency skills.
Most children will by now be ‘free readers’
and choosing to read books from the reading
quest, the school collection or home or local
library. Where children are not yet at this
level, they will have appropriately matched
colour band books for home practice.
Through whole class texts, teachers
will continue to develop higher order
comprehension skills through book talk and
expert questioning.
Alongside this, there will be a more formal
and structured weekly comprehension
session where the children will be taught
explicit comprehension skills at an
increasingly challenging level. Children will
have opportunities to explore developing
and answering questions in a wide range of
forms: text based responses, mark scheme
reference and photo based inference. The
comprehension in these sessions may be
based around a whole book or short extracts.
Teachers will use the reading comprehension
progression document to ensure that pitch
is appropriate and challenging. Questions
within sessions do not need to be solely
focused on one particular content domain
but the focus of the lesson must be clear and
assessable against a specific objective.
Most lessons will include a rounded

In Year 6, we continue to use Sound Training
as an intervention programme to accelerate
the progress of children who are not on
track to meet the expected standard. Sound
training is delivered by expert teaching
assistants and uses fast, focused and
fun multi-sensory teaching methods to
ensure students are fully engaged in active
learning. It significantly boosts vocabulary
development and literacy skills, with
dramatic, sustained improvements in reading
ages.

Assessment
•

•

•

Teachers regularly monitor children’s
reading fluency progress through guided
reading sessions. Where a child is not yet
a free reader, they will have at least one
1:1 session a term where the class teacher
assesses the child’s reading level for a book
band for home reading. Benchmarking may
be used to assist teacher assessment.
Comprehension is assessed through more
formal written responses to questions in
comprehension sessions and progress,
against specific objectives, is recorded on
TARs.
In term 1, all children will undertake a past
SATs paper and the analysis of these papers
will be used to identify areas of strength
and weakness across the cohort, and of

Above is an example of photo based
inference - children develop their
own questions and mark scheme ,
responding to peers’ answers for
their questions. Questions are
clearly linked to the learning
intention and content domains.

specific individuals. Regular assessment of
comprehension, against end of Key Stage
standards, will take place throughout the
year to ensure that the children are well
prepared for their end of KS2 assessments
which take place in May.
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Example of questions based on Private Peaceful
Reading comprehension based on Michael Morpurgo’s novel: Private Peaceful

6.

Look at the paragraph beginning ‘Was he shot…’
Find and copy one word which means making a husky noise.

7.

‘the parent robins watching like me, distraught and helpless’
Which word most closely matches the meaning of the word ‘distraught’? Tick one.

LO: to give and explain the meanings of words in context.
1.

Look at the paragraph that begins I open my eyes…
Find and copy a word from this paragraph that suggests that the crow would have barely started to sing.

Grieved

2.

Chaotic

‘Instead I watched them grow, saw the first scrawny skeletal stirrings, the nest of gaping, begging beaks, the
frenzied screeching at feeding time…”

Ecstatic

Which word most closely matches the meaning of the word ‘frenzied’? Tick one.

Distracted

Peaceful
Distracted

3.

8.

Draw three lines to match the words from the text to their meanings.

Enthusiastic

Cackling

Shrill screaming noise

Uncontrolled

Gaping

Giggling or sniggering

Screeching

Wide open

“…witnessed too late from my bedroom window the last of the early-morning massacre, the parent robins
watching like me, distraught and helpless, while the marauding crows made off skywards cackling, their
murderous deed done.”

9.

Look at the paragraph beginning ‘”Aha!” he cries…’
Find and copy one word which is a noun meaning the cause of great suffering.

10.

“In playtime, in the school yard, I want to go over and talk to her, but I can’t because she’s always surrounded
by a gaggle of giggling girls.”

What impression does this give you of the crows attack on the robin’s nest?

4.

“You do what I say when I say it. You do not cheat, you do not lie, you do not blaspheme.”

What impression does this give you of how the girls were standing?

What does the word ‘blaspheme’ mean? Tick one.
Dispute
Curse
Worship
Converse
5.

Look at the paragraph beginning ‘My bootlaces are undone.’
What does the word ‘thunderous’ suggest about Mr Munnings’ voice?
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How We Feel About Reading
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How do we feel about
reading......Pupils

I can
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q uicker d
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e in the busy school day when
“I love book club because it is tim
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take me to another world.
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that I am reading the same boo
each other.”
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How do we feel about
reading......Parents
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Expert Teach
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A Child’s Reading Journey
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Expected at end
Year 2

White

Blue (KS2)

Grey

Brown

Lime

Purple

Turquoise

Orange

NB After lime level – children move on to ‘free reading’ for home practice but continue with banded structure for guided reading.

Reading with Fluency

(approx. 90 words per minute)

Gold

Expected at end
Year 1

Phonics phase5+

Green

Set 12 expected at end FS

Phonics phase 5

*
Blue

Yellow *

*Phonics first approach is recommended so children don’t move on to colour bands until they have mastered phase 4/5. At this point a child
with sufficient mastery of phonics and sight words may be ready to move on to a yellow or blue book alongside their phonics text.

Year 6 expected

Year 6
Year 5
Year 4

Red

A child’s guided reading band will typically
be slightly more challenging than their home
reading level as this is a ‘teaching’ time
where the teacher can instruct the child on
how to improve reading. (This is only usually
one band above) Progress through guided
reading bands should also be recorded
and handed on so that the child has a clear
starting point from which to build on their
prior learning

Phonics phase 2
(Sets 1-5)
Phonics phase 3
(Sets 6 – 11)
Phonics phase 4/5

•

Pink

Home reading / Guided
reading

Year 3

Reading at home is essential for children
to master the skills they have been taught
at school. It is this practice that supports
children’s developing fluency, pace and
stamina. The books a child reads at home
should be read at independent level (95%
accuracy). A child should be reading
comfortably within a book band ie as well
as 95% accuracy, they should demonstrate
fluency, attention to meaning etc. If they
are not doing this, they should not move
up to the next level even if their word
reading is accurate. It is quite easy to tell if
a child reads fluently and at a good pace.
It is if their reading flows and they show
understanding of what they are reading
e.g. show awareness of a word read
incorrectly and self-correct. Children must
be really secure within a book band before
moving on. This also includes security in
their comprehension. A useful tool is the
‘Benchmarking’ set or check with a colleague

It is vital that children have consistency in
their reading progress. Each child’s end of
year book band level will be available on
Insight. It is vital that children who are still on
book bands are allocated that band of book
at the start of the new year and are assessed
within a fortnight of returning to school to
check that this level is still suitable. It might
be that the child has made accelerated
progress over the Summer – or it might be
the opposite (which is more challenging to
deal with) Often in the case of the latter,
after a few weeks intensive practice at their
pre-Summer level, they can get back to
independent level at that band. A child’s
book band level should be monitored at
LEAST once a term and every child should
remain within the book band system until
they are really proficient in both fluency and
comprehension at lime level. Most really
competent readers will leave KS1 at white/
lime level. For any children below those
levels it is essential that they remain within a
closely monitored colour band system. Book
band progression must be recorded termly
on Insight.

Year 2

•

120 + words per minute

Transition

Assessing a child’s reading
level from home
•

Book Bands

Year 1

•

who is experienced in assessing book band
levels.

Reception

•

Children begin their reading journey by
enjoying books read to them by adults and
by learning to decode through phonics
and sight word teaching. Once a child has
enough phonic knowledge, and the blending
skills to read some words, they begin with
Phase 2 phonics books to develop their
decoding skills in context.
Children begin on Phase 2 phonics books
and will work through the sets in line with
their progress through the phonic phases.
At this point children will read books that are
100% decodable.
As children become more proficient at
blending decodable words, and their sight
vocabulary increases, they can move on to
books that are not 100% decodable (this is
typically around yellow or blue band).

Band Colour

•

Red (KS2)

Book Bands for home reading
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Summative Assessment

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

We summatively assess three times a year. We
have identified Key Performance Indicators for
each year group in reading, writing and maths
that our teachers have recognised as key
learning objectives which children must achieve
in order to successfully access the curriculum
the following year. To add clarity for each KPI
we have an expected standard descriptor and a
depth descriptor.
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2:
3:

Taught but not understood
Taught and some understanding/ 		
understood with adult support
Taught and understood/achieved
Deep understanding/ achievement

When taught KPIs have been assessed, teachers
will summatively band each pupil into one of the
following bands:
• Significantly below expected standard
(meeting low proportion of year group KPIs
or working on previous year group KPIs).
• Below expected standard (not met all KPIs
taught or have needed regular support to
meet them).
• Working at expected standard (have met
all KPIs taught).
• Working at expected with some depth
(working at depth for some KPIs).
• Working at significant depth (working at
depth in all KPIs taught or achieving next
year groups KPIs).

Expected Standard

In year 2 and 6 we use the Key Stage Teacher
Assessment Frameworks.

Comprehension

When summatively assessing, teachers will
assess pupils against the KPIs they have taught
using point in time assessment. This allows us to
build an accurate assessment of pupil knowledge
and depth of learning not one based on coverage
alone. Each KPI will be assessed on a four point
system:

0:
1:

Word Reading

In school summative assessment enables
teachers to evaluate pupil learning (based
on pupil-level outcomes) and also the impact
of their own teaching (based on class-level
outcomes). Both of these help teachers to plan
for subsequent teaching and learning. This
assessment also enables school leaders to
monitor the performance of pupil cohorts/groups,
to identify where interventions may be needed
and to work with teacher to ensure that pupils
are supported to achieve sufficient progress and
expected attainment.

Year 1: Reading
Depth

Use the correct sound to grapheme for
all 40+ graphemes including alternative
sounds.

Children have quick automatic recall of all
40+ phonemes and all alternatives sounds
without hesitation or self-correction.

Use blending as the prime approach to
decoding unfamiliar words.

Blend unfamiliar polysyllabic words
accurately.

Read all 45 common exception words.

Read all 45 common exceptions words in
contexts (explaining meaning) and begin to
learn next set (Year 2).

Read accurately and fluently books/ texts
they are consistent with their developing
phonics knowledge.

Able to read fluently and understand books
at a higher reading level within the school
scheme.

Read and recognise contractions and
common suffixes.

Read all Year 1 suffixes and contractions
accurately.

Recognises and joins in with predictable
phrases.

Suggest predictable phrases from their wider
reading.

Recite rhymes and poems by heart.

Recite rhymes and poems with fluency and
expression.

Retell traditional stories and discuss
characteristics.

Retell key stories, fairy tales and traditional
tales fluently and accurately in order, with
expression.

Make links to own experiences and links to
other stories read.

Makings links spontaneously without being
prompted.

Check that reading makes sense to them.

Self-correction without prompting.

Discuss word meaning.

Discussion and questioning around new
words within independent reading.

Other notes

Greater depth children
will develop a pleasure
of reading and will tackle
progressively more
challenging texts where
words are not always
phonetically decodable.
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Year 3: Reading

Year 1 reading cont ’d
Expected Standard

Depth
Identify evidence and give reasons for their
answer.

Predict what might happen on the basis of
what has already been read.

A relevant prediction and one that is
plausible based on what has been read.

Can identify some key features of non-fiction Use features of non-fiction texts to find
texts.
information.

Word
Reading

cont’d

Making inferences on the basis of what is
being said and done.

Expected Standard

Other notes

NB This is not in POS
e.g. headings, subheadings, captions,
index.

In year 2 we use the Key Stage Teacher Assessment Frameworks.

Read aloud and understand words based
on knowledge of root words, prefixes and
suffixes.

Depth

Other notes

Apply knowledge of root words, prefixes
and suffixes to work out the meaning of
unfamiliar words.

Read a range of age-appropriate fiction,
poetry, plays and non-fiction.

Express opinions about a range of fiction,
poetry, plays and non-fiction books.

Use dictionaries to check the meanings of
words that they have read.

Confidently and efficiently use a dictionary to
explore new vocabulary.

Evidence could include:
•
Peer discussion
(books groups).
•
Guided reading
lessons.

Read a wide range of stories such as myths, Retelling a wider range of myths, legends
legends or traditional stories and retell some and traditional stories orally, with increasing
of these orally.
detail.

Comprehension
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Perform age-appropriate plays and poetry
aloud using intonation, tone, volume and
action.

Show understanding of poems and plays,
and awareness of audience, through
intonation, tone, volume and action.

Naturally done.
Evidence could be seen
in:
•
Presentations.
•
Guided Reading.
•
Performances
(in class, whole
school, for parents
etc.).

Discuss words and phrases which capture
reader’s interest and imagination.

Begin to explain an author’s language
choices.
Explain personal response to words or
phrases.

Evidence seen in:
•
Guided reading.
•
Group discussions.

Check the text makes sense to them,
discussing their understanding and
explaining the meaning of words in context.

To independently self-correct on the basis of
words in context.

Evidence seen in:
•
Guided reading.
•
One to one reading.

Retrieve and record information from nonfiction.

Use skimming and scanning techniques
effectively to retrieve information efficiently.

Not just reproduce the
original.

Makes inferences on the basis of what is
said and done and can explain characters’
feelings.

Justify predictions on the basis of evidence
drawn from the text.
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Year 5: Reading

Year 4: Reading
Expected Standard
Word
Reading

Read further exception words, noting the
unusual correspondences between spellings
and sound and where these occur in the
words.

Can read fluently with minimal errors.

Evidence will be seen
in:
•
Guided reading.
•
1:1 reading.

Identify themes and conventions in a range
of books.

From wider reading, link themes and
conventions across a range of texts.

Recognize some different forms of poetry.

Compare a range of poetry forms.

e.g. Free verse.
Narrative poetry.

Justify plausible predictions based on
evidence from the text.

Further extension
would be to make
predictions based
on cross-textual
references.

Identify how language structure contributes
to meaning.

Use organisational devices, and skimming
and scanning skills to support efficient
retrieval of information in non-fiction texts.

Demonstrated by selecting all important and
relevant details throughout the whole text.

Explain the effect of some forms of figurative
language on the reader.

Explain how organizational devices enable
efficient retrieval of information.

Evidence will be seen
in:
•
Book reviews
•
Guided Reading.
•
Discussions.
e.g. vocabulary
chosen, words in bold/
italicized and
positioning of
subordinate clauses.
For greater depth e.g.
simile, onomatopoeia.

Depth

Retrieve, record, group and present
information from non-fiction.

Retrieve, record, group and present
information from a range of non-fiction
sources.

Distinguish between statements of fact and
opinion.

Identify bias.

Justify inferences with evidence in more
complex texts.

Develops and explains answers with
supporting evidence and reasoned
justifications for their views.

Checking that text makes sense by exploring
Able to identify synonyms related to initial
the meaning of words in context in an ageword checked.
appropriate text.

Other notes

Using dictionaries and
thesauruses effectively.

Prior knowledge to be able to explore future
Predicting what might happen from meanings
happenings e.g. Use knowledge of genre or
and implied.
use wider general knowledge.

Comprehension

Comprehension

e.g. “. he stuttered
because he was
Draw inferences such as inferring characters’
scared. At the start he
feelings, thoughts and motives from their
Can link and compare evidence throughout a wasn’t scared as he
actions and justifying inferences with
text to develop understanding of characters. didn’t stutter. At the
evidence.
end he didn’t stutter as
he had conquered his
fear.”

Identify main ideas drawn from more than
one paragraph and summarise these.

Expected Standard

Other notes

Evidence will be seen
in:
•
Guided reading.
•
Whole class work.

Predict what might happen from details
stated or implied.
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Depth

Summarising the main ideas drawn from
more than one paragraph, identifying key
details to support the main ideas.

Summarise the main ideas across a whole
text.

Increase familiarity with a wide range of
books.

Make comparisons within and across books.

Discuss and evaluate how authors use
language, considering the impact on the
reader.

Discuss and evaluate the use of a range of
figurative language and explain the impact
on the reader.

Explain and discuss their understanding
of what they have read, including through
formal presentations and debates.

Build on the ideas of others and challenge
views.

Recommend books that they have read,
giving justified reasons for their choices.

Making comparisons within and across a
wide range of literature.

Perform age-appropriate plays and poetry
aloud, using intonation, tone, volume and
action.

Show understanding of poems and plays,
and awareness of audience, through
intonation, tone, volume and action.

e.g. similes,
onomatopoeia and
including metaphor and
personification.

In year 6 we use the Key Stage Teacher Assessment Frameworks.
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